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Invitation...
Dear Colleagues,

Conference Series LLC extends its welcome to 7th World Congress on Earth and

Environmental Science during August 21-22, 2019 at Singapore with a theme “An

Insight into the Recent Advancements in Earth and Environmental Science”.
Conference Series LLC through its Open Access Initiative is committed to make

genuine and reliable contributions to the scientific community. Conference Series LLC

Organizes 1000+ Conferences Every Year across USA, Europe & Asia with support
from 1000 more scientific societies and Publishes 700+ Open access journals which

contains over 100000 eminent personalities, reputed scientists as editorial board

members. Earth science 2019 Conference will focus on educational research directed
toward its impact on environmental research outcomes, through oral and poster

presentations, educational workshop sessions, and influential plenary presentations.
Earth science 2019 is a perfect platform to find out how new environmental based
innovations are inspiring new businesses and product lines. Conference will focus on

the following topics during presentations of the two day event, which reflect current

education research, developments and innovations internationally in the field of earth
science.
Neuroscience 2018

• Opportunity to attend the presentations delivered by eminent scientists and
business professionals from all over the world.
• Selected contributions will be published in following reputed high impact factor
Journals.
))Journal of Environmental Research
))Global Environment, Health and Safety
))Journal of Earth Science & Climatic Change

Conference Sessions:
All honorable authors, researchers, scientists and students are encouraged to contribute and help the shape of the
conference through submissions of their posters & research abstracts. Also, high quality research contributions describing
original and unpublished of conceptual, constructive, experimental or theoretical work in all areas of Neuroscience are
warmly invited for presentations at the conference. The conference memorial contributions of abstracts and posters that
address themes & future aspects of the conference related sessions.

• Earth Science and Structure

• Atmospheric physics

• Earthquakes and Tsunamis

• Meteorology

• Environmental Science
• Volcanic Eruptions

• Geosciences and Geology
• Global Warming
• Marine Sciences

• Environment and Pollution

• Physical oceanography
• Hydrology

• Climate and climatic changes
• Ecology & Ecosystems

• Technologies and Applications of
Earth Science

Important Dates:
ABSTRACT SUBMISSION OPENS: OCTOBER 15, 2018
REGISTRATION OPENS: OCTOBER 15, 2018
EARLY BIRD REGISTRATION: OPEN

ON SPOT REGISTRATION: AUGUST 21, 2019
Speaker Slots Available
NOTE: Program Schedule is subject to change with final allotment of the speaker slots

Program at Glance

Day-01 August 21, 2019
Time
08:30-09:30
09:30-11:30

Session
Registrations
Keynote Forum

Group Photo
11:30-11:45 Network & Refreshments Break*
11:45-13:00 Earth Science and Structure | Environmental Science
13:00-13:45 Lunch Break**
13:45-16:00 Earthquakes and Tsunamis | Volcanic Eruptions
16:00-16:15 Network & Refreshments Break*
16:15-18:00 Geosciences and Geology | Global Warming
Day Concludes
Day-02 August 22, 2019
Time
Session
08:30-09:30 Registrations
09:30-10:30 Keynote Forum
10:30-11:30 Marine Sciences | Environment and Pollution
11:30-11:45 Network & Refreshments Break*
11:45-13:00 Atmospheric physics | Physical oceanography
13:00-13:45 Lunch Break**
13:45-16:00 Meteorology | Hydrology
16:00-16:15 Network & Refreshments Break*
Climate and climatic changes | Ecology & Ecosystems | Technologies and Applica16:15-18:00
tions of Earth Science
Day Concludes
Award Ceremony
Confetrece Concludes

City Attractions

Past Glances

Venue
Singapore officially the Republic of Singapore, is a sovereign city-state and island country in

Southeast Asia. It lies off the southern tip of the Malay Peninsula and is 137 kilometres north

of the equator. Singapore is separated from Peninsular Malaysia by the Straits of Johor to
the north and from Indonesia’s Riau Islands by the Singapore Strait to the south. The country
is highly urbanized, and little of the original vegetation remains. Singapore’s progress over

the past three decades has been remarkable, yet the island has not been overwhelmed by
development. Visitors will discover a wealth of historical treasures from the past, in the

beauty of older buildings, values and traditions that have survived in the face of profound

social and geographical change. Singapore is the most wired country in the region. It can be
considered as a suitable medium for the relocation of valuable knowledge about research

and novel advancements worldwide. The conferences taking part here would promote a
variety of scientific ideas among contenders belonging to diverse areas of science and
technology. Singapore has a tropical rainforest climate with no distinctive seasons, uniform

temperature, pressure, high humidity and abundant rainfall. Sentosa Island, Singapore Flyer,
Universal Studios, Night Safari Singapore, Singapore Botanic Gardens, Jurong Bird Park,
Singapore Zoo, Sri Mariamman Temple, Pulau Hantu famous for its rich coral reefs and

Site:

expectancy, quality of life, personal safety and housing that is unsurpassed for its livability

Singapore

Peranakan Museum are some of the points of interest in Singapore. A splendid location, life
makes Singapore a city to visit and remember.

Mail us to know more!
For Abstract Submission Guidelines | For Reserving your slot | Proposals | Registration Posters | Accommodations
No doubt you have lots of queries...
Why not get in touch..!
Drop us your query with details and we will call you right away
Email: earthscience@conferencesseries.org

